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Hi. I'm Libby Gelman-Waxner, and I'm an assistant buyer in juniors' activewear. While I find my work both
rewarding and creative, especially with the new knits coming in, I want more. And so I decided to become a
film critic....

Move over, Siskel & Ebert. Watch out, Leonard Maltin. And just forget saving that aisle seat, Mr. Medved.
Libby Gelman-Waxner has arrived -- in the critic's circle, that is -- and the silver screen may never be the
same again. Witty, wicked, and scathingly honest -- If You Ask Me is a hilarious collection of her columns
from Premiere magazine. Just listen to Libby on some recent films and film stars:

Prince of Tides -- "Barbra's only spontaneous moment in Prince of Tides comes when Nick tosses her a
football and she screams 'My nails!'"

Diane Keaton -- "She's a pioneer; she takes that thing that hangs in the back of your closet, the thing that was
too marked down to pass up, Diane takes that thing and she doesn't call Goodwill, she wraps it around her
head a few times, pins on a Smurf brooch, and wins an Oscar...."

The Last of the Mohicans -- "Daniel Day-Lewis makes American actors look like giggly junior high school
boys playing Nintendo during the prom; at one point, Madeleine asks Daniel what he is looking at, and he
says, I'm looking at you, Miss, and let me tell you, the usher had to conk me with his flashlight to make me
stop whimpering...."

Daryl Hannah -- "All men in America, my Josh included, they all want a date with Daryl Hannah. A girl like
Daryl -- we're not talking about a Ph.D. in comparative literature; I think we're talking about hair in the eyes
and not much in the way of lingerie...."
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From reader reviews:

Virginia Benoit:

The book If You Ask Me gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make reading through a book If You Ask Me to get your habit, you can get
more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects.
You can know everything if you like wide open and read a reserve If You Ask Me. Kinds of book are a lot
of. It means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this publication?

Mildred Kelly:

The e-book untitled If You Ask Me is the publication that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to you. The language that writer use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The author was did a lot of exploration when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of If You
Ask Me from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Many Shirley:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love If You Ask Me, you could enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh
seriously its mind hangout people. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Marylou Arroyo:

If You Ask Me can be one of your basic books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this reserve has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in words, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to put every word
into pleasure arrangement in writing If You Ask Me but doesn't forget the main point, giving the reader the
hottest in addition to based confirm resource details that maybe you can be one among it. This great
information can certainly drawn you into brand new stage of crucial imagining.
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